13th Annual NEUROPHYSIOLOGY COURSE

Each year the third year residents are excused from clinical responsibilities to focus on learning neurophysiology! This course is run by Dr. Elizabeth Gerard (epilepsy attending) and year after year is a highlight of training for the residents.

See below for photos of residents learning EEG, EMG, botox injections and enjoying the free weekends together at social events!
Kudos to Dr. Gerad for organizing the neurophysiology course and spending four weeks with us! - PGY3 class

“Dr. Dixit for resi-attending when both senior resident & one of the junior residents were at clinic. “ - General neuro team (Rafal, Deb and Leonard)

“Kudos to Maggie Yu (Chief / PGY4) for providing much-needed back up and advice during my busiest ED shift. She was a lifesaver!” - Sarah Brooker PGY2

“Kudos to Dr. Sobota (PGY3) and Dr. Dixit (general attending) for keeping the educational experience lively and the humor ongoing!” - Leonard PGY2

Kudos to our neurology interns - Anthony Rosenberg(PGY1) and Dan Jia (PGY1) - both received high praise from patients for their dedication and compassion on the medicine service! – Dr. Bega

Kudos to Elizabeth Suggs (PGY2) - “We had a busy and complicated stroke service, and she crushed it with medical management and complex goals of care. A patient's family went out of their way to tell me she gave them the perfect explanation for their stroke and appreciated her bedside manner. Strong work.” - Isaac (Chief / PGY4)

Congrats to Maggie Yu (Chief / PGY4) who received the 2019 AAN Regional Conference Trainee Scholarship for Residents to attend the AAN Fall Conference. - Dr. Bega

“Kudos to Rafal (PGY3) for staying late to finish his ED notes, immediately jumped in without my asking and helped work up one of the patients until I could take over. He was a life-saver!” - Jordan Standlee PGY3

Kudos to Dr Potts for inviting the ICU team to watch an emergent hematoma evacuation, and to Aaron Wibberley (EMed) and Matt Techy(PGY2) for looking so handsome in size XXXL paper scrubs! -- Dr. Maas - ICU attending